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Wet Lab Protocol Corpus

Introduction
Cumbersome biological experiments necessitates automation to
reduce human error and make science reproducible
Isolation of temperate phages by plaque agar overlay
1. Melt soft agar overlay tubes in boiling water and place
in the 47° C water bath.
2. Remove one tube of soft agar from the water bath.
3. Add 1.0 mL host culture and either 1.0 or 0.1 mL viral
concentrate.
4. Mix the contents of the tube well by rolling back and
forth between two hands, and immediately empty the tube
contents onto an agar plate.
5. Sit RT for 5 min.
6. Gently spread the top agar over the agar surface by
sliding the plate on the bench surface using a circular
motion.
7. Harden the top agar by not disturbing the plates for 30
min.
8. Incubate the plates (top agar side down) overnight to
48 h.

The goal is to fill
this gap between
Natural language
instructions and
full robotic
automation.
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Model Comparison

3.

MaxEnt Features

1. Evaluate corpora by
classifying actions using the
best maximum entropy model
and 2 neural models.

2. Parts of speech was the
most effective in capturing
action words

3. Majority of the action verbs
fall under VBs (60.48%) or NN
(30.84%) using GENIA POS
tagger. A small percentage are
misclassified under OTHER
(5.66%) and JJ (3.02%).

WLP corpus constructs canonical
representation for a wet lab protocol
- an action graph directly derived
from the annotations.

Relation Extraction

Corpus Statistics
Microbiology

1.

Wet lab protocols are
sequence of steps consisting
of:
• Imperative Sentences:
instructing actions
• Declarative Sentences:
describing result of a
previous action
• Notes: general guidelines
and/or warnings

We take the first steps towards this goal by,
• Introducing canonical semantic representations
understood by experts and non-experts and create a
comprehensive corpora, WLP
• Demonstrating utility of corpora by developing
machine learning approaches for semantic parsing
of instructions
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Our corpus consist of 622 protocols annotated by a team of 10
annotators

Consistent syntax and
limited vocabulary
allows for better
prediction

Inter-Annotator Agreement

A challenging NER
task as `Methods`
tend to be descriptive
Context plays a bigger
role in providing
better prediction

Every iteration consisted
of 10 protocols,
annotated by 4 coders.

Shares units of
measure (like nm),
relying solely on
biological
understanding

Inter-annotator
agreement improves over
iterations as changes
were made in the
annotation guidelines.
Action + Entities

Low frequency
coupled with unique
contexts poses
distinct challenges to
NER
Consistent syntax
overcomes lack of
enough training
samples

Relations
Similar inter annotator agreement
between annotators with varying
backgrounds demonstrates the ease of
comprehension from experts and nonexperts alike.
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Mod link always
have Modifier as
one of the entity
pairs
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•
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At the end of each trial, the correct category was revealed and the subjects recorded the accuracy of their category guess.
Meronym

Directly
associated with
Coordination (cc)
dependencies.
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Acts-on relation
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Exclusive
dependency on
a specific entity
pair massively
improves
performance
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Conclusion + Future Work
We present a corpus with accessible semantic representation. Given the varying
emphasis on morphology and context, every named entity and relation in this
representation poses unique challenges to semantic parsing.
In addition to implementing methods that address these challenges, we plan to
extend the corpus by inter connecting all the sentences to build a more complete
protocol representation.
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